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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE
Sally luk
Dear Fellow Rotarians:
Year 2020 passes like a roller coaster and this may partly be what we call “New Normal”. I like the
Chinese words for crisis i.e.危機 – when we separate the characters, it essentially means opportunities
opened with risks. So, the key to the situation is how we could seize all the opportunities timely. Our
cause as a Rotarian during the pandemics is to serve our community in times of economic downturn
and setbacks. Many bread winners lose their jobs and children from grassroot family are deprived of
digital resources for online learning. I am so grateful that two of our service projects - one local and
one global, come at the perfect timing. With the help from the Tai Po & North District Social Welfare
Department and the volunteers from Federation of Women’s Centre in early December, we managed
to reach 40 low-income families and delivered them some necessities including SIM cards,
supermarket coupons and surgical masks as well as our “Dustykid” message cards. Further
opportunities with this service include a potential job market and empowerment network for the
unemployed; and also a potential service cartoon character for RC Tai Po made with Mr. Rap Chan who
is the Illustrator of Dustykid. I am pretty much looking forward to this RCTP crossover Dustykid project!
In addition, we have supported our sister club RCMSL in the Global Grant Project Tech4EDTechnology for Education, Employment, Entrepreneurs and Economic Development. Tech4ED provides
a free digital platform and information technology training to the underserved rural communities in
Philippines. It also seeks to promote gender equality and women’s empowerment.
Social distancing measure has been reinforced again with the surge of a hundred of confirmed cases daily since early
December. As a result, all physical meetings and fellowship events are inevitably halted. Nonetheless, we successfully ran our
first virtual AGM with polling using Zoom. We could not underestimate what the New Normal of digital platform could bring
us in daily routines. And what’s more, we are going to hold our joint YoD project Online with nine different breakout sessions
for the career orientation. Nothing is impossible!
December is a special month for many people: Christmas is
celebration time for the birth of Jesus Christ; it may be a time for
yearly review or a new year plan. For me this year, an additional
meaning is the time for my “Mid-term Presidential Evaluation”. I am
glad that I have been halfway through my club plan and I promise to
try my very best in the coming 6-month in 2021. While in Rotary,
December is the month for Disease Prevention and Treatment. One
of the most effective ways for disease prevention is to be aware of
what we do and eat every day. I would like to share with you a
global report on “Diet, Nutrition, Physical Activity and Cancer”1. This
report echoes alot with the Podcast I did with Henry on Global
Growth on Health in the area of Public Health and I am eager to do
more work on this via Rotary Service. Cancer is one of the common
non-communicable disease that is preventable one way or another
(except genetically inherited). The attached figure is a quick
summary for your reference. Hope this would bring you a healthy
life journey.
Wish you all Merry Christmas and Happy New Year 2021!!!!!!
1.

World Cancer Research Fund/ American Institute for Cancer Research Diet, Nutrition, Physical Activity and
Cancer: a Global Perspective. Continuous Update Project Expert Report 2018
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EDITOR
S AY S
Claire Mak

W

hen a young mother, barely over 30 years old, made an
unfathomable decision to take her own life and those of
her 2 young children, she must have gone through a great deal of
struggle. Her hopelessness is quite beyond my comprehension.
Looking simply at the news reports, one
might imagine the source of pressure to

have come from the young daughter who had recently started primary one
and she was concerned about her children’s academic performances.
However, this does not seem to add up; and the kid’s drawing showing a
family of 4 hand-in-hand plus adult-written Chinese characters “對不起”
lying on the dining table only begs the question instead of giving answers.
Bringing home four sets of breakfast on an ordinary Sunday morning, to
be visited with the sudden loss of his whole family! I would really wish
to send my condolences to the father in this tragedy; but really, am lost
for words. Similar tragedies have happened before but this time it feels
particularly sad because there is no forewarning and the reports made
reference to previous howls in the corridor... still echoing ...
During the past year or so, the mood of Hong Kong people continues to worsen. Unhappiness is
predominant and tragic domestic cases happened one after another. In the past, when there were such
incidents, invariably there would be politicians or social workers calling out
to the government to help or do something. In the recent tragedies, it
seems no one is asking the government to do anything anymore. If they
had no ready friends or relatives to turn to, who can these helpless people
approach? Who can seek them out and offer
assistance before another tragedy happens? It
now appears to me that radio programs of the
past where people would phone to talk and even
cry was an available outlet.
When society is consistently anxious and stressed out, no one can really
remain unscathed. We need to be more vigilant and considerate with one
another to help curb the spread of anxiety and ease tension. It helps to be
more compassionate and think more of the others. Combat darkness with
positive light by letting others know there are opportunities. Do not forget
to smile even when you’re wearing a mask. A
heartfelt greeting, a warm “hi” and a show of
kindness will let others feel safe and touched.
Rotary Opens Opportunities … and let real action
start with each one of us!
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ROTARY
INFORMATION

ocial distancing, self-quarantines, and lockdowns, all of which have been
necessary to reduce the spread of COVID-19, help keep us safe but
also isolate us, creating feelings of loneliness and anxiety. Rotary clubs are
rising to the challenge to mitigate these negative effects, both in their clubs
and beyond. Along the way, members are discovering new ways to serve.

Peter Lam

The science of connection

Physical isolation, compounded by the stress of the health crisis and its disruption to daily life, is having a psychological
impact. The Lancet, a leading medical journal, published a review of previous studies that found a high incidence of irritability,
depression, and emotional exhaustion among people in quarantine. Why do we suffer psychologically when we’re isolated
physically? For Sylvia Whitlock, a semi-retired marriage and family therapist and member of the Rotary Club of Claremont,
California, USA, the answer is simple: “Isolation is a stress-producing state, as one of our human needs is for connections.”

Tools for coping
The very pandemic that has separated us from each other may also be teaching us how to become closer. Whitlock is
convinced that online club meetings counter the negative effects of isolation. These virtual get-togethers let us see friendly
faces and check on each other.
When leaders of the Rotary Club of Roma Polis, Italy, talked to their club members during the early days of the pandemic,
they saw a lot of sadness and anxiety, Niccoló Di Raimondo says. During its first online meeting during lockdown, member
Valentina Silvestre, a psychologist, offered self-care tips for coping during the pandemic, such as planning to how to use
one’s time well, enjoying simple pleasures like reading and music, and staying physically active. “The advice was to live the
lockdown experience as a moment of personal reflection, an opportunity to give importance to sharing moments with family
members,” Di Raimondo says. Whitlock says that reframing how we think about physical isolation can reduce anxiety. “Know
that you are not alone. Distanced, maybe, but not isolated,” she says.
The pandemic has disrupted the lives of young people, too. Many Rotary Youth Exchange students who were supposed to be
exploring new cultures found themselves homebound in 2020. And when schools closed because of the pandemic, Interact
clubs couldn’t meet as usual.

Homebound

Venezuelan Rotary Youth Exchange student Anniela Carracedo saw an opportunity to help. She founded Rotary Interactive
Quarantine, a website that connects Rotary youth around the world so they can share project ideas and provide emotional
support to each other. In partnership with District 6840 in the United States, the site hosts meetings that have helped more
than 500 Rotary youths from 55 countries forge new friendships. Samantha Walley, one of the site’s advisers and a member
of the Rotary Club of Bay St. Louis, Mississippi, USA, says that what began as a short-term project to keep Interactors and
Rotary Youth Exchange students engaged in service and reduce social isolation has been so successful that they plan to
continue the site even after the pandemic ends.

‘We just wanted to talk’

Members have also found opportunities to build relationships beyond their clubs by supporting lonely
and isolated people in the communities they serve, particularly the vulnerable elderly
population. “We helped people, mostly elderly, to buy food and other supplies or just to be available
for conversation,” says Margit Svenson of the Rotary Club of Djursholm, Sweden. To stay safe, older
members called isolated people to talk, while members under age 65 purchased food and supplies. It
was a simple project that left many inspired.
Clubs throughout Spain, which was severely affected in the early days of the pandemic, also undertook delivery projects that
were coordinated by Districts 2202 and 2203. When volunteers made deliveries, they found that people were craving human
interaction just as much as fresh bread from the bakery. “Loneliness was one of the illnesses during this pandemic,” says
Marian Domenech from the Rotary E-Club of Distrito 2202. “Even when we asked them if they wanted help from a
psychologist, they responded, ‘No, we just wanted to talk.’”

Center of the pandemic

For weeks, northern Italy was the center of the pandemic. In Milan, the Rotary Club of Milano Europa helped some of the
most isolated of all — hospitalized COVID-19 patients, many terminally ill. Through the Rotary Connette (Rotary Connects)
project, clubs purchased 136 tablets and distributed them to 18 hospitals and nursing homes, which allowed more than 1,500
patients to see and talk to loved ones who couldn’t visit. As part of the project, classical musicians also gave virtual concerts
that soothed the patients.
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CP Donald Birthday Party

Peter Lam

2017

2015
At 青葉 restaurant in Jordan Nov. 2017: I suppose CP
Donald and some of us became more health conscious so
that’s when we stopped serving hairy crab for the party . . .
but the joy and happiness stayed the same!

At Science park 盈海四季 hotpot restaurant Nov. 2015:
hairy crabs were still served but our focus turned to lots
of singing and dancing led by 2015 President Vikky and
CP Donald with the party theme “Sing Sing Rap Rap”!

2013

2010
At Yau Yat Chuen Country Club Nov. 2010. Looks like
most of us came after work so most of us dressed rather
formally but Tsubaki must have come after golfing . . . ?

1998

At 小南國 Shanghai restaurant in Tsimshatsui Nov. 2013:
what an extra memorable moment as Pres. Sally was
inducted as our member during the dinner!

At Hong Lok Yuen Country Club Nov. 1998: Our first CP Donald Birthday party probably started in 1994 in the same venue
which used to feature Shanghai hairy crab and some of us (including 1998-99 Pres. Peter) would get quite excited drinking
wine (no whisky yet in those days). . . We are now a lot mellower!
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The 2020 Honours List is the 23rd Honours List since 1997. The Chief Executive has awarded a total
of 687 persons in this year's Honours List. Among them is our PP Natalie Kwok.
According to Government announcement, “the award recipients this year are from different walks
of life with diverse backgrounds. They have made significant contributions to Hong Kong in
different areas, benefiting various sectors of the community, including public and community
service, medical and public health, charity and philanthropy, finance, trade and industry, research
and technology, education, culture, arts, sports, youth affairs, women's affairs, ethnic harmony, and
labour and welfare.
A government spokesman pointed out that the number of award recipients in the two categories of
the Chief Executive's Commendation for Community Service and the Chief Executive's
Commendation for Government/Public Service this year is exceptionally large in order to give
recognition to meritorious performance by individuals involved in the handling of social incidents
and the fight against the COVID-19 epidemic in the past year.

Ms KWOK Ling-wan
Ms KWOK is commended in recognition of her community service in Tai Po District, particularly her
contribution to the promotion of youth, culture and art.
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Installation Ceremony of Rotaract Club of Wu Yee Sun College
15 November 2020
President Edward Choy

T

he installation ceremony of our club had
been successfully held on 15th November
at the theatre in Wu Yee Sun College of
the Chinese University of Hong Kong. It was our
first time to hold an installation in hybrid mode,
which means having a face to face ceremony
with synchronous zooming. We were honored to have the guests from our college, Rotary District
Leaders, District Rotaract Board, our mother club Rotary Club of Tai Po, our sister club Rotaract Club of
Taipo, and fellow Rotarians and Rotaractors.

The theme of our installation is "Be the light in the darkness". Our club strives to be the light that
shines through the darkness and brings hope to the people around us. During such difficult times, we
have the responsibility to reach out and serve our members and the community. We believe that
through giving, we can inspire and motivate each other to remain hopeful in such difficult situations.
The ceremony commenced with the ringing of the Rotary Bell. Honorable guests including DG Eric Chak,
Youth Service Committee Chair Eugene Fong, DRC Anita Chan, DRR Alan Yip, President Sally Luk from our
mother club, Associate Master Professor Annisa Lee from Wu Yee Sun College and Dean of Students
Professor Ming Kay Poon gave encouraging and inspiring speeches, recognizing the contribution of the
outgoing cabinets and congratulating the incoming cabinet.

Our club advisor, DDRC Claire Mak passed the President Collar from IPP Leo Wong to me, which was the
moment representing the handover of the two cabinets. The Oath taking segment was also remarkable.
I led my cabinet members to take an oath for our commitment in service for our members and the
community.
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In the end of the ceremony, we played various video recordings which are the precious and joyful
moments of my cabinet members in the previous 10 months.

Last but not least, I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to all the helpers, guests and my dearest
cabinet members. Without you, the ceremony would never be so delightful.
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Rotaract Club of Wu Yee Sun College CUHK
Board of Directors 2020-21

Immediate Past
President
LEO WONG
IBBA/3

Treasurer
KELVIN KWOK
CHLL/2

President
EDWARD CHOY
IBBA/2

Secretary
KARRY LAU
URSP/2

International Service
Director
MANYIU CHUNG
PSYC/2
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President
SAMMY ZHANG
BAJD/2

Club Service
Director
KENNENTH WAN
CSCI/2

International Service
Director
TRACY CHOW
MEDU/2

Community Service
Director
SAN CHAN
COMM/2

Professional
Development Director
ANDREW LEUNG
GLSD/2
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External Vice
President
LINCOLN YIP
CHEM/2

Community Service
Director
SANDY LAU
BCME/2

Promotion &
Publication Director
TRACY CHE
CULS/2
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RCTP Donation of Anti-Pandemic Materials to Tai Po Schools
18 November 2020
Danny Lau

On 18 November, President Sally delivered antiseptic to three schools – Wong Shiu Chi
Secondary School (WSCSS), Lam Tsuen Public Wong Fook Luen Memorial School (LTPWFLMS),
and Ling Liang Church M H Lau Secondary School (LLCMHLSS). Those antiseptic can wipe out
odor and bacteria. Around 52 boxes were sent out that day.
We had a nice talk with principals, and delivered our best wishes to them. For LLCMHLSS, thank
you PP William and his son Alaric. Alaric invented a droplets shield for lower form students. It
can give a big hand to prevent Covid-19 transmission by sneezing and coughing. Rotary Club
of Tai Po has donated 300 pieces for LLCMHLSS.
Yet a bad news has come after a week. LLCMHLSS has a student infected Covid-19. Hope the
student will get better soon.
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Rotary Job Market 2020
21 November 2020
Immediate Past President Leo Wong, RAC WYS

E

choing the 2020 theme “Rotary Opens
Opportunities”, Rotary District 3450 has
initiated a unique online platform providing job
opportunities exclusively to talented Rotaractors
under the global recession.
The online platform, Rotary Job Market 2020,
kick-started with a ceremony successfully held on
21 Nov 2020 at Yan Chai Hospital Lan Chi Pat
Memorial Secondary School. Starring well-known
VIP guests fromdifferent fields, inspiring sharing
and panel discussion sessions were also included
in the ceremony.

Before the ceremony commenced, there was a registration session for fellowship of Rotarians and
Rotaractors. It is remarkable that under COVID-19, handshake, a traditional greet, was replaced by
elbow bumps, to prevent virus transmission. Following an opening remark by Organizing Committee
Chairman PP Andy Li, and Words of Wisdom by DG Eric Chak, the online platform was launched
officially.

The first keynote speaker is undoubtedly a star guest. Mr.
Shih Wing Ching, the founder of Centaline Property Agency
Limited, shared his path towards building his real estate
empire from scratch. Despite founding a company with
billion worth, Mr. Shih was once a Marxist who believed in
communism when he was an unofficial teacher in a
communist academy. Later, realizing that the communism
doesn’t work in the society, he then worked in a real estate
agency as a clerical worker. Although he was just a clerk, he
utilized every moment learning real state knowledge and
theory, building up his empire since then. It was a valuable
lesson for us to acknowledge the importance of learning
under any environment.
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The next speaker is Dr Edwin Lee who illustrated the significance
of grabbing opportunities against risks with financial concept. He
further demonstrated the value of risk doing an auction
simulation with the audiences.
After a short break came another speaker Mr. Francis Ngai, the founder & CEO of Social Venture Hong
Kong. Incubated dozens of well-known social startups in Hong Kong, including Green Monday which
has been promoting Omi-meat everywhere, Mr. Ngai encouraged teenagers to strive to fulfill their own
values. He encouraged us to implement our values into actions, and the simplest way to do so is by
building a startup. As we are still young, he believed it is the best time of our life to try starting our
company instead of working for companies and that would give an extraordinary experience comparable
to none other.
Controversially, the last speaker, Dr. Lee Sing-Chak, James, who is a well reputed Feng-Shui
Master, suggested an opposite view. He pointed out the one in a million success rate of
building a startup and suggested us not to waste our time or efforts if we are not
determined to do so. Combining their ideas, it is indeed crucial for teenagers to find out
their aspiration and determination; otherwise simply following others to build a startup or
doing whatever others do would be pointless.
Towards the end of the ceremony, DRR Alan Yip proposed a vote of thanks to the organizing committee
for all their hard works and dedication to
providing opportunities for fellow Rotaractors.
Ending the ceremony, OC Chairman Andy Li
presented a closing speech expressing his
blessing to Rotaractors and anticipate the
success of the online job platform.
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Donation of Epidemic Prevention Materials
5 December 2020
K F Tam

E

arly in the morning of 5 December and led by President Sally, we met at Hong Kong
Federation of Women’s Centre at Tai Wo Estate for the donation of epidemic
prevention materials to the low-income families. The event was organized by our
Community Services Chair VP Danny with the Social Welfare Department (Tai Po /
North) with the participation of IPP KF, PE Wilson, and our Satellite club member, Sharon.
At around 9:30 am, we arrived at the above center at Tai Wo Estate. We met several
representatives from various NGO arranged by the Social Welfare Department and handed
over the epidemic prevention materials including the face masks, data cards and
supermarket coupons. We were welcomed by the representatives and felt we have
contributed to fighting the pandemic, while showing care from our club as a responsible and
caring neighbor of the Tai Po District.

It is a very meaningful event and we could imagine many smiling faces of the needy when they received those
masks and materials. A sense of accomplishment rushed through us and made our sacrifice of time well worth it.
Even though we only helped a small part of the world, one little step can lead to astonishing results.
After the donation ceremony, we wrote many greeting cards to the beneficiaries to express our care. It was also a
very good occasion to meet with the District Social Welfare Officers to share the happiness of community services
and discuss the future collaboration plans on the upcoming activities.
[Editor’s Note: After the event, PP Natalie relayed a message from the Hong Kong Federation of Women's Centre
that the women volunteers have visited about 40 families and delivered the gift bags donated by our club.]
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RCTP Annual General Meeting by Zoom

T

7 December 2020
Claire Mak

he year 2020 is, by any account, a special year. RCTP held
her Annual General Meeting on 7 December 2020 on the
Zoom platform.

The AGM started with President Sally’s half yearly report. Our club
has been doing and finishing works on all fronts, more notably,
community service of donation of anti-pandemic materials to Tai
Po neighbours, a number of fellowship activities, establishing a
satellite club and thus increased membership and manpower
…etc. We have also achieved Peace Club and Green Club status.
Treasurer PP Frankie walked us through the Financial Statements
for the year ended 30 June 2020 and assured us of the healthy
financial state of RCTP. The Statement was duly adopted.

Then came the fun confirmation and/or
election of the important posts of the Club
Board. We have 15 members present virtually
which established enough voting strength. We
responded to various confirmation with the
clap hand icon and, true to the bylaws of
voting by ballot, filled out the questionnaire on
screen and duly selected the directors to serve
on the 2021-22 Board.
The following officials were confirmed / elected for RCTP 2021 – 2022:
President:
President-Elect:
Vice-President:
Secretary:
Secretary-Elect:
Treasurer:
Honorary Auditor:
Immediate Past President:
Directors:
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Wilson Woo
Danny Lau
C M Yu
Vikky Tam
Henry Wang
Frankie Wu
Louis Tang
Sally Luk
Ronald Chung, Natalie Kwok, Peter
Lam, Wilson Lam, K F Tam, William Yim
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16 November 2020
REGULAR
MEETINGS

Award-winning Director
and s pe a k er o f th e
evening Mr. Pako
Leung gave us thorough insights to his intellectual
and practical journey through “Films & Visuals &
Art” and demonstrated by show of video clips and
photos how these three elements cross and integrate
to form the person he is today.

President Sally briefed us on
preparation
work
for
our
Donation of Anti-COVID stuff to
Tai Po Schools.

As a good friend of Mr. Pako
Leung, PP Vikky Tam gave a
lively introduction of Speaker
and his diverse interests and
talents as well as his many awards.

Another award winning director Mr. Clifton Ko, shared a few insiders’
tips about the film industry; and promoted an upcoming Musical of his.

In delivering a Vote of Thanks, PP William Yim
offered a comparison of his journey as
scientist/inventor to that of the Speaker’s artistic
achievement and concluded that both require
some inborn aptitude, a willingness to listen and
an ability to integrate and translate ideas into
final product.

Lucky guest, PP Roy Ng of Rotary Club of The
Peak, won the lovely set of cups given out by
PP Vikky Tam for raffle draw.

Family members and Rotary Friends turned up in numbers to listen to the Speaker’s passion in Films and Visual Art.
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23 November 2020

Youthful corporate trainer and our Speaker of the evening
Mr. Edmond Ling showed us “The Way of Business and
Wealth 企業與財富之道” by reference to Yi Jing (Book of
Changes). After his talk, one realizes the need for Mission
(sacrifice and motivation) to achieve Vision (goal in the
future). It is the concerted Vision of a company which
brings together group effort of the staff which in turn
attains wealth for the company. He analysed the
interaction among the four pillars of Business: the vision of the enterprise, the invisible sentiment, the tangible technique and
that one must first be equipped with sharpened tools企業之道，無形之法，有形之術，工欲善其事; 必先利其器.

PP Armstrong Shea gave a
humorous yet very cogent Vote
of Thanks to our speaker.

PE Wilson Woo offered 3 bottles of
soothing dried lemon/dried oranges
honey for raffle draw and Speaker Edmond
Ling was the deserved winner.

Finally, they arrived, IPP K F Tam
received the belated Paul Harris
Fellow recognition.

30 November 2020
As Mr. Dicky Yuen
spoke on “The Youth
with 3 lives launches
his business (三條命的
創 業 青 年 )” he
recounted
how
he
almost died from organ
failure, twice, but was saved by organ donation and was motivated to launch the IT/Data/training business Venturenix with
close friend and partner Alvin.
IPP K F Tam gave
an introduction of
the Speaker and
PE Wilson Woo
did the Vote of
Thanks.

Welcome Incoming Governor Norman Lee and
Satellite club members Tony Luk, Gary Yeung, Jodhy
Mak and Sharon Choi and RACTP Pres. Henry joining us.

President
Sally
announced changes to
the intended service
on 5 Dec 2020.
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useful portable lamp for
raffle draw which was won
by President Sally.
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Zoom Board Meeting followed
immediately when PDG Anthony
also participated.
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Date

Upcoming
Events

90%

10%

16 Nov

63.6%

07 Nov

50.0%

30%

81.8%

50%

77.3%

70%

23 Nov

30 Nov

Average attendance: 68.18 %

Time

Event

Venue

14 DEC 19:30 Regular Meeting
(MON)
Speaker: Ms. Chan Sin Yee
Topic: 播種•心耕•細作

Zoom Meeting

17 DEC 16:00 28th Induction of the Rotary
Club of Makati San Lorenzo
(THUR)

Zoom Meeting

19 DEC
(SAT)

Zoom Meeting

9:30

Workplace Matching &
Orientation Day

28 DEC 19:30 Regular Meeting
(SAT)
10 JAN
(SUN)

Zoom Meeting

10:00 11th Hong Kong Bowling
Tournament for all cum 10th
Hong Kong Blind Bowling
Tournament

South China Athletic
Association Bowing
Centre, 88 Caroline Hill
Road, Causeway Bay

November 2020

Perfect Attendance
Anthony Hung
Peter Lam
Danny Lau
Sally Luk
Claire Mak

Armstrong Shea
KF Tam
Henry Wang
Wilson Woo
William Yim
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SASHA CHU
WILSON LAM

Got Something to say?
Tai Post wants to hear from you.
Write in to clairerctp@gmail.com
Tai Post reserves the right to edit
articles for length and clarity.
The editorial board
Claire Mak
Peter Lam
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